CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE PLAN
Student/
staff

GGD
(Municipal
Health
Service)

Studycoach or
manager

Dean,
Policy Staff,
Services

Safety
Advisor

I have no health complaints
but have been in contact with
someone who is infected or
thought to be infected with the
coronavirus.

I have health
complaints that could
indicate corona.

Yes

Yes

Contact the regional GGD and
follow their advice. Or visit
https:// www.government.nl/
topics/coronavirus-covid-19

For students:
Study coach informs
dean, and school
manager

Contacts the Security Advisor
at daan.vandentillaar@han.nl

I come from a risk area
(red/orange travel
advice) but have no health
complaints

tested
negative

Contact the GGD
at 0800-1202 or
coronatest.nl to
make an appointment for a test.

tested
positive

Follow the
advice of the
GGD

No
complaints
after
10 days

I can go to HAN.
The motto is: work
or study at home as
much as possible.

Student: email the following to study
coach. Employee: email the following to
the manager and if you are sick also email
the reception desk.

Record details:
- Date
- When was your first day
of illness?

No risk of contamination

- Were you at HAN in a contagious period
(48 hours prior to the first day of illness
up to and including at least 7 days after
the first day of illness and 24 hours with
out complaints)?

Risk of contamination

No further
action required

Registers and coordinates
with GGD in case of
multiple people who have
tested positive in one
group.

Quarantine at
home for 10
days

Records only
information in
accordance with
this process

The Data Protection Officer oversees registration. This registration will be destroyed after 14 days.

For staff:
Manager informs dean

Security Advisor provides letter from GGD to dean to be sent
to all fellow students and lecturers who have been in contact
with the infected person. ‘Close contacts’ (persons who have
been less than 1.5 m from the infected person for more than
15 minutes) are also informed directly by the GGD and must
be quarantined.

Informs CMT
and scales up if
needed
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